LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW – 9.3.13
Mrs Sally Tokens
Thank you so much to Chris, Janet and Vicky for asking me to judge at the Lancs. The
hospitality was excellent. My steward was Cathy Robinson, this was the first time we had
worked together and I hope it will not be the last.
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION MALE; IMP GR CC; Barber GR CH JENZJEWELS
WINTER PARADISE red tabby colourpoint of just over three years old. Wonderful strong
bone and very good weight. Short cobby body set low on the legs. Tiny ears which are set
low on the side of the head. Skull well rounded. Cheeks of a good width. Round eyes of a
medium blue colour. Short broad nose with a nice stop. Level bite. Coat long and full and
groomed down to the last hair. Just a slight golden hue and a wonderful undercoat. Super
colour to the points with the limbs just slightly lighter in colour. M to the forehead not
quite fully joined up. Feint lines across the cheeks from the corner of the eyes. One or
two rings visible to the tail. I am delighted to hear this made him up to day.
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE; IMP GR CC; Gledhill GR CH CLOVERHILL
SATINE red and white bi colour. A very well developed girl with super bone and weight,
short cobby body set low on the legs. Tiny ears which are well placed and a good width to
the cheeks. Large round eyes of a very good copper colour. Short snub nose with a lovely
stop. Level bite. Skull well rounded. Coat long and full and some undercoat present.
Excellent show preparation. Rich red and gleaming white and free from any staining. Three
or four patches of colour to her back. White to the limbs. Numerous patches to her face
and a short tail which was fully coloured.
RES IMP GR CC; Rogers GR CH MILNUSS MISS VICTORIA tortie tabby exotic who was
not too happy to come out of the pen today, but when placed back in was in her element.
Short compact body which is set low on the legs and of a very good weight. Ears are placed
low on the side of the head and small in size. Skull well formed. Cheeks nice and full. Large
round eyes of a very good copper colour. Short broad nose with a lovely stop. Level bite.
Coat of a very good length and texture, standing away from the body. Soft to touch with a
nice amount of undercoat. Super rich red and very good black with tabby markings evident
all over the body and on the legs. Tail short and well furnished.
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION SLH MALE; IMP GR CC; Wilson GR CH JULESCOON
COOLHAND LUKE silver classic tabby and white lad of two years old. A very large and
impressive boy. Wonderful strong bone and excellent weight. A real gentleman with a
temperament to die for. Large ears which are set quite high with a good width apart and
bearing tufts. Cheeks fairly full and high set cheek bones. Slight concave curve at the
nasal bridge. Square muzzle. Eyes of a slightly oblique aperture and set and green colour.
Lovely depth and breadth to the chin. Coat of varying lengths and some undercoat present.
Soft texture to the top coat. Very good tabby markings with a nicely marked butterfly to
the shoulders. M to the forehead and lines across the cheeks. White to his paws, chest
and tummy. Large paws with small tufts. Tail a little sparse but reaching to the shoulder
blades. He just sat on the table and took it all in his stride which was wonderful for an
entire male.

RES IMP GR CC; Grant GR CH NOYNAROCK FOREST GUMP black smoke and white
Norwegian Forest cat not yet two years old. Standing taller on his hind legs. Very good
length to the body. Large ears which are well positioned and with small tufts. Equilateral
triangular head shape. Long straight profile which looks like it has a dip but it is the way
the fur lies. He tends to puff out his whisker pads. Oval shaped eyes which are green in
colour. Coat very full with a super depth to the undercoat and coarseness can be felt to
the back and the sides. Contrasts can be seen to show the smoke pattern. White to the
paws, chest and tummy and a white chevron to the face. Tail reaching the shoulder blades
and is very well furnished.
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION SLH FEMALE; IMP GR CC; Mott GR CH JANDOUGLEN
KAITLYN lilac tabby birman approaching four years old. Well developed bone structure
and very good weight. Medium size ears which are well positioned. Cheeks nice and full and
muzzle well formed. Eyes are almost round in shape and showing a medium blue colouring.
Slight dip in the profile. Level bite with the teeth a little untidy. Coat quite full with some
undercoat present and free from shading. Nicely groomed. Scalloped gloves, socks evenly
marked. Gauntlets broad and even in length. Tail balances with the body and is nicely
furnished. Some tabby markings to the legs. Well marked m and feint lines across the
cheeks.
BI COLOURED ADULT MALE; 1 CC Thornburn FALABELLA BEDAZZLED red and white bi
colour of ten months old. Lovely bone structure and very good weight. Ears well positioned
and small in size. Skull nicely rounded. Cheeks of a good width and bold eyes of a very good
copper colour. Short snub nose with a good stop. Level bite. Colour to the front right limb.
Fully coloured tail which is very well furnished. Several patches of red to his back. White
chevron to the face and a full and flowing coat which was well presented. Rich red and
clean white. Some undercoat present. Coat almost touching the floor.
2 White JEM-DANDY RICHARD cream and white boy who has wonderful strong bone and
very good substance. Ears are well positioned and of a good size. Skull is well formed.
Cheeks nice and full with a short broad nose and good stop. Level bite. Eyes are large and
round and showing a very nice copper colour. Lacking in the depth of coat at present with
very little undercoat. Feeling a little coarse along his back and quite sparse. I know that
the owner has been working hard to get this coat round and it is coming. Coat to the under
parts still quite curly. The cream areas are still looking cold. Colour to his back legs. A
couple of patches to his back and above the eyes and up to the ears.
BI COLOURED ADULT FEMALE; BOB; Gledhill GR CH CLOVERHILL SATINE red and
white.
BI COLOURED NEUTER; 1 PC Cox KAVIKAT MACTAVISH blue and white bi colour just a
year old. Short cobby body set low on the legs. Ears are well positioned just a little open at
the base. Skull well rounded. Cheeks full and round. Large open eyes round in shape and
good copper colour. Short broad nose. Level bite. Colour to the front right limb and back
left limb. White chevron to the face. Coat of a medium to dark blue which was showing a
nice amount of undercoat and well groomed. Tail short in length and very nicely furnished.
The undercoat was just a tad lighter in colour than the top coat today.

BOB; Case CH & IGR PR GEMKIN JAZZY JASPER red and white just over four and a half
years old. Wonderful strong bone and very good substance. Superb width between the ears
which are small in size. Cheeks of a very good width. Eyes bold and with a very good copper
colour. Short broad nose with a good stop. Level bite. White tear drops down the face,
white to the chest and under parts. Full white collar and colour to all the limbs. Beautifully
groomed for the show bench. Tail fully coloured and balances with the body. Super red
which had depth of colour and very good white.
CHOCOLATE OR LILAC BIRMAN ADULT MALE; BOB; Keeping CH BAYGAZER MYSTER
CHOCSAWAY chocolate lad of sixteen months old. A strapping boy with excellent bone
and very good weight. Medium size ears which are well placed. Cheeks nice and full and well
formed muzzle. Eyes almost round and showing a nice blue colour. Slight dip in the profile.
Level bite. Gloves evenly marked. Left sock a touch higher and left gauntlet a little longer.
Clear body coat which was full and well groomed. Tail reaching the shoulders and slightly
lighter in colour otherwise all the points are well matched. Just a small amount of shading
to the muzzle.
CHOCOLATE OR LILAC BIRMAN ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC Orvis KENDALIAN XANTIAS
KISS lilac female of three and a half years old. Very well boned with lovely substance.
Well set ears which are medium in size. Super blue colouring to the eyes which are almost
round and just a little deep set. Cheeks showing width and muzzle rounded. Slight dip in
the profile and a level bite. A very soft body coat which was clear and well prepared.
Pinkish grey lilac to the points which were well matched. Just the tail was a little lighter in
colour. Tail reaching the shoulders. Gloves symmetrically marked. Socks evenly matched.
Gauntlets broad and even in length.
AC SILVER TABBY MAINE COON ADULT MALE; BOB; Wilson GR CH JULESCOON
COOLHAND LUKE silver classic tabby and white.
AC SILVER TABBY MAINE COON ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC Halligan MUMANDACATS
AMELIA tortie silver mackerel tabby and white of just over nine months old. Very good
length to the body and adequate weight. Just needs the time now to fill out. Large ears
with long tufts which are set quite high with a good width apart. High set cheek bones and
the cheeks are fairly full. Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Well shaped eyes of a
green colour. Square muzzle and in need of more breadth to the chin for balance. Level
bite. Coat just showing varying lengths with a soft top coat and limited amount of
undercoat. Varying shades of red to the coat with the silver evident. White to the paws,
chest and under parts. Tail very lightly furnished and reaching the shoulder blades.
COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOLL ADULT MALE; 1 CC Cowsill DIZZIPAWS
ROGUE seal mitted lad not yet a year old. Very good bone structure and super weight. Ears
slightly tilt forward and are of a nice size. Flat plane, cheeks quite full just a touch narrow
in the muzzle. Medium blue eye colouring to well shaped eyes just a little small in size.
Gentle dip in the profile. Level bite. Super neat mittens with white to the back legs and
under parts. White chin. Soft textured coat which has a limited amount of undercoat. He
appears to be going through a change of coat at this present time with some shading to
the body and areas which are a little upside down.

COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOLL ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC Hassett HAPPYTYME
LASS TUMBLERAG seal colourpoint girl just short of four years old. A very talkative girl
with lovely bone and nice substance. Medium size ears which slightly tilt forward and well
placed. Flat plane. Cheeks nice and full and the muzzle well formed. Eyes of a slightly
oblique shape and good blue eye colouring. Profile has a gentle dip. Level bite. Some shading
along the spine with strong seal brown to the points and still showing a very good contrast
between the two. Tail reaching the shoulder blades and is well furnished being strong in
the depth of colour to match the points.
2 Lynch MAGISRAGIS MISS COCOLAMUMBA chocolate point female not yet a year old.
Wonderful length to the body and superb weight just standing a little tall on her legs
today. Well positioned ears which slightly tilt forward. Flat plane to the top of the head.
Cheeks showing a nice width just a tiny little pinch in the muzzle. Well shaped eyes of a
nice blue colour. Gentle dip to the profile and a level bite. Milk chocolate to the points with
the limbs still quite a bit lighter in colour and some shading to the tail also making it a
shade lighter. Tail is in proportion to the body length and nicely covered. Clear body coat
with some undercoat.
3 Jamieson MERCHEYDOLLZ ARIANNA blue tortie colourpoint just over nine months old
and at present she is still looking very immature and lacking in balance. Nice bone
structure and adequate weight. Quite a small head compared to the rest of her, well set
ears which slightly tilt forward. Flat plane. Cheeks quite full and the muzzle is developing
well. Eyes having a slightly oblique shape and medium blue colour. A very limited amount of
shading to the body which has some undercoat and is silken in texture. Pale blue and cream
to all the points with an equal distribution of colours to all the extremities. Tail balances
with the body and is lightly covered.
4 Thomas AMIGAMIA SIERRAMONTANA blue tabby mitted of two and a half years old.
Well grown with lovely weight and sound bone. Nicely positioned ears which slightly tilt
forward. Cheeks of a good width but narrowing down to the muzzle. Level bite. She was
very difficult to assess as she would not allow you to check her over she was rather
nervous. Very limited shading to the body coat which was soft to touch and had a small
amount of undercoat. White mittens with the front left extending past the stopper, back
legs, tummy and chin are all white. Medium blue to the points. Tail well furnished and
reaching the shoulder blades.
BOB; Jamieson CH HAVENHOUSE ELISE blue tabby colourpoint coming up to two years
old. Super strong female with wonderful substance. Well set ears medium in size and
slightly tilt forward. Cheeks nice and full and the muzzle well formed. Gentle dip in the
profile and a level bite. Deep blue colouring to slightly oblique shaped eyes. Coat nice and
full with a silken feel and well prepared. Lovely tabby markings with a nicely marked m to
the forehead, lines from the corner of the eyes across the cheeks, markings on the legs
and some rings can be seen to the tail. Tail balances with the body and is nicely furnished.
CHOCOLATE OR LILAC BIRMAN KITTEN; 1Brown DALTEEMA TIGALILI lilac female
of six months old. Nice bone structure and good weight. Ears of a medium size and well
positioned. Cheeks nice and full and the muzzle filling out well. Just looking a little heavy

on the brow at present. Strong blue eye colour to almost round eyes. Slight dip in profile
and a level bite. Clear body coat which is soft to touch and some undercoat present.
Scalloped gloves and equally matched socks. Gauntlets broad and even in length. Tail
reaching the shoulder blades and is just a slightly lighter colour and lightly furnished.
Pinkish grey lilac to the points. Very good temperament and pleasure to handle.
RED SERIES BIRMAN KITTEN MALE; 1 & BOB Hope DALTEEMA SATSUMO cream
male of six months old. Excellent bone and weight, a very sturdy lad who was solid. Nicely
positioned ears which are well sized. Cheeks filling out well and the muzzle nicely formed.
Eyes of an almost round shape and nice blue colour. Profile has a slight dip and a level bite.
Clear soft coat which has a limited amount of undercoat. All the points well matched with a
pale cream colour. Gloves symmetrically marked. Socks even. Gauntlets broad and even in
length. Tail reaching the shoulders and is lightly covered.
RED SERIES BIRMAN KITTEN FEMALE; 1 Staveley BELKATON ANNIE’S SWANSONG
seal tortie female of eight months old. A sturdy little girl with nice bone and weight, I
would have just liked her a bit larger in size at this age. My reason for her not getting the
best of breed was her grooming under her tummy! She is a stunning kitten, wonderful ear
set, super type, lovely cheeks and profile. Level bite. Strong blue eye colour. Just a little
heavy on her brow and her chin falls away slightly. Super seal brown and red to the points.
Tail lightly covered and balances with the body. Gloves even. Sock well marked. Gauntlets
equal in length and breadth.
RED SERIES BIRMAN NEUTER MALE; BOB; Johnson IGR PR DALTEEMA CHAMPAGNE
QUARTZ red of four years old. Strapping lad with super substance. Well positioned ears
of a medium size. Cheeks nice and full and the muzzle well rounded. Nicely shaped eyes
showing a good blue colouring. Profile has a slight dip. Level bite. Coat with a slight golden
hue and nice amount of undercoat which is soft to touch. Rich red to all the points which
are beautifully matched in the depth of colour. Gloves scalloped. Left sock a touch higher.
Gauntlets equal in length and breadth. Tail reaching the shoulders and is well covered.
RED SERIES BIRMAN NEUTER FEMALE; 1 PC Rowley LACHMERE CHARLOTTE BELLE
Seal tortie of a year old. A very solid girl who is well built for her age. Ears of a medium
size and well positioned. Cheeks showing width. A little pinched in the muzzle. Eyes almost
round in shape and of a lovely blue colour. Profile showing a slight dip with a very small
bump to the nose. Level bite. Seal brown and varying shades of red to the points with the
red to the limbs a little colder and the tail lighter in colour but well covered and reaching
the shoulders. No undercoat at present with the coat lying flat along the spine. Gloves
symmetrically marked. Socks even. Gauntlets well matched.
COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOLL NEUTER; 1 PC Jones PUSSYCATDOLLS
BUSTOPHER seal colourpoint of a year old. Very well grown with an excellent bone
structure for his age and plenty of substance. Well set ears of a medium size. Cheeks
showing a nice width just a tiny bit pinched in the muzzle. Medium blue eye colour and
slightly oblique shaped eyes. A very shallow profile. Level bite. Super grooming to the coat
which had some undercoat and silken texture. Seal brown to the points with the tail just a

tad lighter in colour compared to the other points. Tail reaching the shoulders and is
lightly furnished.
BOB; Penman PR DIZZIPAWS ROBERTO blue mitted and just over three years old. What
a strapping lad with excellent strong bone and wonderful substance. Well balanced type
with ears that slightly tilt forward. Flat plane. Lovely blue colouring to eyes of a slightly
oblique shape. Gentle dip in the profile and a level bite. White chin. White mittens and
white to the back limbs and under the tummy. Coat very full with a super depth of
undercoat well groomed and almost free from any shading. Tail very well furnished and
balances with the body length. Small ruff starting to form. Very good temperament and
easy to handle.
BI COLOUR RAGDOLL NEUTER; 1 PC & BOB; Hassett GR CH TUMBLERAG HAPPYTYMES
seal bi colour just over two years old. A very pretty female who is very laid back and taking
it all in her stride. Medium size ears which slightly tilt forward. Good width to the cheeks
and a nicely formed muzzle. Well shaped eyes of a medium blue colour. Gentle dip to the
profile. Level bite. Symmetrically marked inverted v to the face. White to the limbs,
tummy and a full white collar. Soft texture to the coat which is nicely furnished. Tail
balances with the body and well covered. Well prepared coat which is soft to touch.
AC PERSIAN KITTEN; 1 Nicholas GEMKIN NORTHERN-STAR orange eyed white with
the eye colour still very muddy at present. Long full coat free from any staining and well
groomed. 2 Holmes KAVIKAT LILIBET cream female with a well balanced head type and
lovely eye colour. Just in need of some more grooming to the tummy.
AV SLH ADULT MALE; 1 Grant IGR CH NOYNAROCK ALFRIED blue smoke and white
Norwegian who is huge! Straight profile and a wonderful texture to a full coat. 2 Whitby
SUCETTE ULTRASONIC blue tabby birman with excellent strong bone and weight. Strong
blue eye colour and a super head balance. 3 Wilson GR CH JULESCOON COOLHAND LUKE
silver tabby and white maine coon.
AV SLH ADULT FEMALE; 1 Mott GR CH JANDOUGLEN KAITLYN lilac tabby birman. 2
Lynch MAGISRAGIS MISS COCOLAMUMBA chocolate colourpoint ragdoll. 3 Pool CH
SARMOYAH ISABELLA blue birman.
AC BIRMAN KITTEN; 1 Brown DALTEEMA TIGALILI lilac birman. 2 Staveley
BELKATON ANNIE’S SWANSONG seal tortie birman. 3 Keeping BAYGAZER DIZZIPAWS
seal birman.
AV TURKISH, SOMALI OR RAGDOLL KITTEN; 1 Wilson PHATPAWS FIRST EDITION
blue colourpoint ragdoll with strong eye colour. Superb full coat and excellent bone. 2
Jamieson RAGADEE CHOCCY WOCCY DOODAH chocolate colourpoint ragdoll. I would like
a little more width to the cheeks. Soft coat texture. 3 Wilson PHATPAWS WITH LOVE
blue colourpoint ragdoll.
AC MAINE COON OR NORWEGIAN FOREST KITTEN; 1 Gardner FELLPURRS WOODY
brown classic tabby maine coon with large ears and long tufts. Very nice profile and a good
coat. 2 Emery NOYNAROCK JOSHUA SKOGVENNS brown tabby Norwegian forest cat.
Very sold and showing almost an equilateral triangular head shape. 3 Dunn & Evans
ELMCOON TABITHA brown classic tabby and white maine coon.

AV SLH JUNIOR NEUTER; 1 Brewood CH & PR NOYNAROCK HARALD silver tabby and
white Norwegian with an excellent full coat and a very impressive lad. 2 Kaplan
KLAWNIQUE FATAL ATTRACTION seal birman with very good type and a clear body
coat, a super looking lad. 3 Emery PR SKOGVENNS ODIN blue and white Norwegian.
AC SIAMESE/BALINESE MAIDEN ADULT; 1 Pounds JOMESE JAR OFHEARTS (24a) F
29.9.11. Blue girl of eighteen months old. A medium size girl with a lovely length to the
body which is svelte. Body and legs well proportioned. Tail tapering to the tip and long in
length. Head has a good width between the ears with narrowing straight lines to the
muzzle. A fine muzzle. Just a very slight dip in the profile. Chin slanting away slightly.
Elegant neck and a level bite. Good width to the base of the ears and set so that they
follow the lines of the wedge. Small bump to the back of the head. Oriental eye shape and
clear brilliant vivid blue. A fine textured coat which was short in length and a little open on
the body. All the points of the same colour being a light to medium blue with some blue
shading to her back.
2 Brown CHINKILYNX AMAZING GRACE (32c) F 23.3.12 Cream coming up to a year old
and I would have preferred her larger in size. Some length to the body and sleek. Small
oval shaped feet. A long tail which balances with the body and is tapering to the tip. Ears a
set a little high and I would have liked more width between them and also much more width
at the base so as to follow the lines of the wedge. Fine muzzle. Profile has a slight dip.
Strong chin. Level bite. Eyes slanting towards the nose and a clear blue but not vivid in
colour. Some gloss to the body coat which is fine in texture and short in length. A pale
cream which has a powdery look to all the points with some tabby markings to the head. A
creamy white body colour which is free from any shading. Pink nose leather and paw pads.

